
It is hard to believe that this is the last month of the year. Sometimes it feels as if 

we just began reflecting on these twelve spiritual values, which transcend all faith 

traditions and denominations: compassion, humility, justice, courage, respect, 

humanity, empowerment, integrity, holism, broader good, responsibility, and this 

month excellence. 
 

Writers such as Charles R Swindoll and Ralph Marston agree that excellence      

is an attitude. Marston said, “Excellence is not a skill. It is an attitude.” Swindoll 

agreed and stated, ”If you are going to achieve excellence in big things, you      

develop the habit in little matters. Excellence is not an exception, it is a prevailing 

attitude.” Excellence is the attitude that we are going to do our best, knowing 

that, as don Miguel Ruiz teaches, our best changes from moment to moment.  
 

The common theme in the writings of all three people mentioned is that one has 

to have an attitude and internal desire to do one’s best. The focus here is that one 

has to want to achieve excellence; one has to want to do one’s best. If you do not 

want to achieve excellence or do your best, you won’t as you have embraced an 

attitude, which will ensure that you cannot.  
 

While what our best is may vary from moment to moment, out attitude about 

achieving excellence in our lives should not. For example, whether I am healthy 

or sick, my goal is still to achieve excellence in all that I say and do. Whether I am 

doing something I am gifted at, like writing, or something I am not gifted at all 

in, like engineering, my attitude about doing my best is the same. 
 

Swindoll suggested that achieving excellence is also a process. if we want to 

achieve excellence in a very complex task in life (i.e. developing sustainable hous-

ing on another planet), there are a lot of little things one must master in life first. 

As this commonly heard quote reminds us, “How do you get to Carnegie Hall? 

Practice. Practice. Practice.” 
 

Achieving excellence begins with you having the attitude that you can achieve it 

and having a commitment to maintaining and developing that attitude over time. 

Surround yourself with people who also have that attitude of excellence. 
    

(continued on page 2) 
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Doing so will help reinforce and maintain your own attitude. Listen to the     

leadings of your intuition, what I call your GPS (God Protection System). It     

may lead you to opportunities to continue to do your best that you were not     

expecting.  
 

Stay focused on always doing your best. There will be moments this will be easy 

and moments it will not. What is important is that you maintain the attitude that 

you will achieve excellence in all situations and circumstances. As long as you are 

trying, then you cannot fail to achieve excellence. As Elbert Hubbard once said, 

“There is no failure except in no longer trying.  � 
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Excellence (cont’d) Byline: Rev. Dr. J. 

“ Stay focused on    

always doing your 

best.“ 

Well for one thing, Jack Stephens, the author of Soul Living, blessed our         

November Skype book club session with a surprise visit. After listening to my  

intuition, I posted a last minute announcement on his Facebook page and he was 

able to join in on the discussion. Nice surprise and blessing for those gathered. 
 

Our Skype ministry on Sunday mornings continues to grow and expand. The last 

gathering in November we had eight people in attendance from 4 different states. 

It was such a blessing. Some of our friends on the West Coast have asked us to 

consider hosting a time later in the day so they can be a part of the conversations, 

so we are looking into that. We are also trying to identify a time to have a Skype 

gathering with some of our readers and supporters in Australia. 
 

One of our readers in Australia, Jane Patterson, shared an idea with us, which 

inspired us to begin a new postcard ministry. It is a gift you can give yourself or 

others year round. You can learn more about it by visiting http://inspiritual.biz/

inspiritual-cards/  
 

Another member of the Inspiritual community, Sam Akin has invited us to   

collaborate with him in his new jewelry design company, Leaping Fish Designs. 

Sam is a gifted craftsman who lovingly creates unique creations. He is in the  

process of photographing some of his work, which you will be able to order via 

our website year round. We will also be hosting a party to introduce Sam and his 

work on December 12, 2013 at 6:30 pm. Sam will be selling his existing stock     

as well as taking orders for new creations. Leaping Fish will be donating a        

percentage of all sales to Inspiritual to support our ministry. To learn more about 

Leaping Fish Design visit http://inspiritual.biz/about-leaping-fish/ 
 

We are ever so grateful for your ongoing love and support.  � 

What’s New 

“ Inspiritual is happy 

to announce its’    

partnership with a new 

collaborator, Sam 

Akin, owner/designer 

of Leaping Fish      

Designs. “  
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For the last 3 years we have been committed to providing low and no-cost offerings so 

that all who seek a space for spiritual growth and evolution may  have a space to go. This 

has not always been easy in a struggling economy. Each month, we ask you to consider 

helping us grow and evolve so we may continue  to ensure all are fed. You can assist us 

in one of two ways. One is to become a part of our Plant a Seed program by making a 

monthly donation, which will assist us in raising the funds needed to assist us in our 

growth and expansion. The other is to become a micro patron. Micro-patronage is a way 

to support Inspiritual through a micro (small) donation. Those who donate $50.00 or   

more will be listed on our Micro Patrons page for that year.  
 

As a thank you to those who have expressed a commitment to helping us grow, we are  

offering the following:  
 

Those donating $50.00 or more will receive an Inspiritual stress ball.  

Those donating $100.00 or more will receive an Inspiritual mouse pad.  
 

Your investment in us will be used to support the following: 
 

♥ Advertise in local community newspaper ($130.00 every six weeks) 

♥ Advertise in City newspaper's Mind Body Spirit section ($120.00 per 

week) 

♥ Professional printing of brochures ($250.00) 

♥ Trademark our name ($325.00) 

♥ Continue to provide low and no cost offerings to those seeking to grow 

and evolve spiritually. � 

Plant a Seed or Become a Micro Patron 

Many would say that a psychic medium is a person who speaks with those who 

have died. Yes, this is true, and yet, this is only one description. A person who 

channels is also a Psychic who communicates with those who are no longer in 

body. The deceased have been speaking through Mediums and Channelers for 

eons. They also reach people through the Clairvoyant Psychic and the Healer. 
 

Every person alive is capable of this type of communication. It is built-in within 

our sixth chakra, or ‘third eye.’ It is up to us to re-open this communication 

valve, mainly because the ego-mind world that we have developed as a society has 

caused it to shut down by the time we are three years old. 
 

Psychic Medium, Channeler, Clairvoyant and Healer 

A Psychic Medium is someone who has either kept their third eye open or, 

through effort, has re-opened it so they may speak with those who have passed 

over but still have messages for their loved ones. 

 
(continued on page 7) 

What is a Psychic Medium? 

“ Thank-you to those 

that have helped in the 

past, and all those 

who will find it in their 

heart to assist us in 

the future.“ 

“A Psychic Medium 

is someone who has 

either kept their 

third eye open or, 

through effort, has 

re-opened it so they 

may speak with 

those who have 

passed...“  

Byline: Stacy Stephens 
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A new dawn, a new day... 

Don't always follow what others say.. 

Hear that still, quiet voice... 

See the True Light that will shine the Way... 

You are God's Creation... 

See the beauty that's found within you.. 

Just be in the moment... 

God's Love and Light is In, with, and through... 

Listen in the silence... 

The whisper of God's voice you'll discern... 

You'll hear and know the Truth... 

Of all the lessons we are to learn... 

The voice of Hope Divine... 

The Promise of Life Everlasting... 

Mercy and forgiveness... 

Always there for there for the heartfelt asking... 

Hear the rhythm of Love... 

The Creator's heart beating with yours... 

It sings a song of Hope... 

Opening up your windows and doors... 

God will give you visions... 

Of all the gifts and beauty around... 

Look deep within your soul... 

The gift of you, is God's Love profound... 

This new dawn, this New Day... 

God's Promise is here waiting for you... 

With such Eternal Love... 

Your life is guided steadfast and True... 

 

  ~written with Love and a hand guiding mine... 

  ~nina pauline 

New Dawn, New Day Byline: Nina P. Ploetz  

“ ...God will give you 

visions… 

Of all the gifts and 

beauty around… 

Look deep within your 

soul...“ 
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“ Tons of unique  

and wonderful     

metaphysical healing 

modalities to        

experience!” 

 Q 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sign up in Advance for the Class of Qi Gong with Wendy Smith. Class is from 10 Sign up in Advance for the Class of Qi Gong with Wendy Smith. Class is from 10 Sign up in Advance for the Class of Qi Gong with Wendy Smith. Class is from 10 Sign up in Advance for the Class of Qi Gong with Wendy Smith. Class is from 10 ––––    
11:30. Cost is $15, email 11:30. Cost is $15, email 11:30. Cost is $15, email 11:30. Cost is $15, email pjp@frontiernet.netpjp@frontiernet.netpjp@frontiernet.netpjp@frontiernet.net    to sign up. to sign up. to sign up. to sign up.     

With the use if Qi Gong Wendy  was able to walk again, after 4 years in casts, crutches With the use if Qi Gong Wendy  was able to walk again, after 4 years in casts, crutches With the use if Qi Gong Wendy  was able to walk again, after 4 years in casts, crutches With the use if Qi Gong Wendy  was able to walk again, after 4 years in casts, crutches 
and a wheel chair. She attributes her success in large part to Qigong. Wendy has and a wheel chair. She attributes her success in large part to Qigong. Wendy has and a wheel chair. She attributes her success in large part to Qigong. Wendy has and a wheel chair. She attributes her success in large part to Qigong. Wendy has 
completed extensive training in the field, including studies at the Qigong Institute ofcompleted extensive training in the field, including studies at the Qigong Institute ofcompleted extensive training in the field, including studies at the Qigong Institute ofcompleted extensive training in the field, including studies at the Qigong Institute of    
Rochester and workshops with worldRochester and workshops with worldRochester and workshops with worldRochester and workshops with world----renowned Qigong Masters Roger Jahnke and Ken renowned Qigong Masters Roger Jahnke and Ken renowned Qigong Masters Roger Jahnke and Ken renowned Qigong Masters Roger Jahnke and Ken 
Cohen Cohen Cohen Cohen . For info on Wendy go to www.wendysmith.com. For info on Wendy go to www.wendysmith.com. For info on Wendy go to www.wendysmith.com. For info on Wendy go to www.wendysmith.com    

    

 

 
 

 

LightWorks! 4th Annual Wellness & Psychic Faire Flyer 



REVELATION: I have to allow my life and treat my life like a GOOD CUT OF 

MEAT..... it has to take it's time and SLOW ROAST in order to preserve it's  

flavor!!! 
 

We all know that whenever we do ANYTHING TOO FAST...we miss out on 

some of the important details of what the process was all about. For those who 

are cooks, we know that if we cook meat too fast, it comes out TOUGH and it's 

hard to chew and/or swallow......WE KNOW that the BEST way for meat to be 

juicy and flavorful, we MUST MARINATE IT and then LET IT SLOW 

ROAST!! 
 

Well, just like that cut of meat, we must treat LIFE that same way.... I had an 

epiphany with each of us having our JOB moments in life. Often times, we see 

them as a daunting, dismal time in our lives when all we have to do is change  

the perception of them and see ourselves as a POT ROAST that is SLOW 

ROASTING!!  
 

When we slow roast, we allow for the seasonings to infiltrate each and every   

spot of the meat, keeping the flavor intense so that each bite would be an epic 

experience. The natural fat of the meat is there to infuse each bite with flavor 

and the succulent juices to keep the meat MOIST and INVITING for any and  

all those who partake of it to enjoy.  
 

When we SLOW ROAST, we know that it will take time before it the meal is 

ready and the smell of the marinade keeps us anticipating each bite and has      

us YEARNING for the experience!! The meat is TENDER, JUICY, TASTY, 

SUCCULENT, and one is looking for a biscuit to sop up all the juices leaving 

you FULL and yet STILL WANTING MORE!!  
 

HOW DELICIOUS WOULD LIFE BE if we allow ourselves to SLOW ROAST 

instead of always racing to the microwave rushing through the experience       

because we want a quick fix!  
 

I ACCEPT and I AM WILLING to USE MY LIFE'S CROCK POT OFTEN  

and SLOW ROAST so that I can ENJOY THE EXPERIENCE, YEARN FOR 

THE TASTINESS OF LIFE, and KEEP MY LIFE TENDER, JUICY, and     

SUCCULENT for all those who I INVITE IN to ENJOY AND SAVOR!!  
 

And my LIFE is BYOB....bring your own biscuits baby!!  
 

 

** Inspired by a conversation with Rev. Dr. Sharon Jacobson, Elder Claude Everett, Sam 

Redbeard, and Zoe A. Davis.  � 
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Slow Roasted Byline: Big Meach  

“... And my LIFE is 

BYOB....bring your 

own biscuits baby!! “ 



Holistic, natural medicine is not new; it has been around for years. I’ve been       

practicing aromatherapy for 45+ years. This month I want to talk about how to    

become a health investor in your own life. One way is using essential oils to practice 

aromatherapy in your own life and to assist others in practicing it in theirs. 

 

             (continued on page 8) 
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Why Use Young Living Oils? 
Byline: Patricia O’Connell & Posters by 

Dolf Cheng in Manila, Philippine’s 

“... Young Living oils 

are tested to ensure 

that the content in 

each bottle is         

therapeutic grade….” 

What is a Psychic Medium? (cont’d) 
Byline: Stacy Stephens 

Channelers open theirs for the purpose of gaining wisdom from the ancients, 

those who offer their knowledge for the ascension of humanity. A Clairvoyant   

or Intuitive can receive information from the dead by ‘reading’ the energy of   

objects, through receiving visions, and perceiving things that are usually beyond 

the range of human senses. And, a Healer can be guided by a deceased Master 

Healer for the purpose of bringing a sick person back to health. 

The wisdom that can be shared by Master Teachers who 

are no longer in body is limitless. The time is coming soon when people will once 

again allow these caring entities to assist in mankind’s spiritual awakening. The 

Prophets of old showed the way.  � 

Source:  http://soulselfliving.com/psychic-medium/  



I have chosen to use Young Living Oils because of how the plants are grown and pro-

cessed, from seed, through the distillation process to how they are bottled. The rea-

son I stayed with Young Living for 15 years is that I trust the purity and quality. I 

know I can use them in the air, on my skin, or internally. I have reviewed many com-

panies, compared labels, and can quickly tell the purity of the oil. Young Living 

grows their herbs on the farms with no petrol chemical or   fertilizers. Young Living 

oils are tested to ensure that the content in each bottle is therapeutic grade. Our 

company became organic Earth-kosher in 2001, as people of the Jewish faith asked if 

they, too, could use our oils. The FDA  states on labels across the board that for any 

products to be called “pure” it only has to have 5% of the pure product built into 

the product. Dr. Young has voluntarily raised the standard of purity to ensure that 

Young Living oils have highest possible level of purity. As a mentor/educator, I warn 

buyers to beware - be sure you research the labels on your products before you pur-

chase.   

 

One of the other things I have always appreciated about Young Living oils has been 

their hassle free guarantee and an easy return process should you not be completely 

satisfied with the product. 

Sharon became a part of my organization a few months ago. She has been using the 

oils to enhance her own life, assist those to whom she ministers, and to begin the 

process of educating others about the healing powers of essential oils. If you are   

interested in learning more about our oils or investing in your own health through 

their use, either Sharon or I can help you get on your path. You can get started by 

visiting Inspiritual’s website: https://www.youngliving.org/inspiritual or contact me 

and mention my story in the December copy of Inspiritual’s newsletter.  

(continued on page 9) 
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Why Use Young Living Oils? 

(cont’d) 

“The FDA  states on 

labels across the 

board that for any 

products to be called 

“pure” it only has to 

have 5% of the pure 

product built into the 

product. Dr. Young 

has voluntarily raised 

the standard of purity 

to ensure that Young 

Living oils have high-

est possible level of 

purity.“ 

Byline: Patricia O’Connell & Posters by 

Dolf Cheng in Manila, Philippine’s 



To learn more about Patricia O’Connell, here is her contact information:  

 

Patricia O'Connell, LPN CW CMI RMT, Executive Leader, NY 

Young Living Oils by Trisha Clearwater Healing 

Health Coach, Aromatherapy, Clearwater Newspaper; Workshops  

Email: trishayounglivingoils.gmail.com 

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/patricia.c.oconnell.9  

Clearwater News Achieves: http://www.clearwaterhealing.com/archives.html 

Website: www.clearwaterhealing.com  

Phone: 585-451-2622  � 
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Why Use Young Living Oils? 

(cont’d) 
Byline: Patricia O’Connell & Posters by 

Dolf Cheng in Manila, Philippine’s 

A Few of the More Popular Essential Oils  

Peace & Calming® is a gentle, fragrant blend. When diffused, it helps calm tensions 

and uplift the spirit, promoting relaxation and a deep sense of peace. When massaged 

on the bottoms of the feet, it can be a wonderful prelude to a peaceful night's rest. Peace 

& Calming may be especially calming and comforting to young children after an       

overactive and stressful day. 
 

Joy™ is a luxuriously exotic blend with uplifting overtones that creates magnetic energy 

and brings joy to the heart. When worn as cologne or perfume, Joy exudes an alluring 

and irresistible fragrance that inspires romance and togetherness. When diffused, it can 

be refreshing and uplifting. 
 

Valor® is an empowering combination of therapeutic-grade essential oils that works 

with both the physical and spiritual aspects of the body to increase feelings of strength, 

courage, and self-esteem in the face of adversity. Renowned for its strengthening       

qualities, Valor enhances an individual's internal resources. It has also been found to 

help energy alignment in the body. 
 

Thieves® was created based on research about four thieves in France who covered  

themselves with cloves, rosemary, and other aromatics while robbing plague victims. 

This proprietary essential oil blend was university tested for its cleansing abilities. It is 

highly effective in supporting the immune system and good health. 
 

PanAway® was created by Gary Young following a severe injury to the ligaments in his 

leg. Containing wintergreen essential oil, which is often used for massage, PanAway is 

soothing to the skin while providing comforting warmth to muscles after exercise. All of 

these can be purchased via our website https://www.youngliving.org/inspiritual � 

Byline: Young Living 

Website  

“ No recommendations 

are made here for the 

purpose of diagnosis or 

treatment of disease. 

Our oils support the 

body and its’ systems in 

the  healing process, 

but we do not regard 

them as medicine"    
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Month at a Glance 

Do you have 

something for next 

month’s calendar? 

Please complete 

the online 

submission form 

(http://

inspiritual.biz/

community-event-

submission-form/) 

Looking for        

something to do? We 

have plenty of low OR 

no cost events on the 

calendar. 
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Love and Inspiration on Skype 

Host/Host Organization: Inspiritual 

Date: December 1, 8, 15, 22, and 29, 2013 

Time: 10:00 am - 11:30 am EST 

Place/Venue: Skype 

Description of Event: Are you seeking a time and space to experience a shared 

spiritual experience, but not feeling drawn to the traditional "church" or other 

"religious" service. If so, we invite you to share a time of Love & Inspiration with 

us. 
  

This will be a time of gathering, listening to inspirational music, time for          

personal meditation, a reading, and reflection on an inspirational or spiritual 

reading, affirmations, and communal sharing. 
 

The group is limited to 6 people each week, RSVP via email to reserve your spot 

and to receive additional instructions. 
 

Admission Price: Love offerings accepted 

Email Address: Inspiritual@ymail.com 

Website: http://inspiritual.biz/love-inspiration 

Wheelchair Accessible: N/A  
 

Meditational Mandalas 

Host/Host Organization: Inspiritual 

Date: December 1, 2013 

Time: 2:30 pm - 4:30 pm 

Place/Venue: Inspiritual, 25 Bernie Lane, Rochester, NY 14624, 585-729-6113 

Description of Event: David Fontana, a teacher of meditation and of mandalas 

once wrote, "The mandala is like a mirror that helps us to discover who we are. If 

the mandala is a suitable one, it is already a reflection of something deep inside 

ourselves, a reflection that does not judge or condemn, that does not flatter or 

deceive, that does not compare us with other people and find us better or worse, 

that simply reveals to us things as they are. When we stop to think about ourselves 

we become aware of all sorts of strengths and weaknesses, but the mandala is not 

interested in these. Like a mirror, it accepts all that it sees. It teaches us not to 

hide from ourselves. It teaches us to stop pretending that we are somebody we   

are not and to experience what it is to be ourselves rather than becoming lost in 

an artificial world of concepts, prejudices and needless hopes and fears about   

ourselves."  
 

Mandala is the Sanskrit word for circle. Mandalas are circular images whose   

amazing power goes far beyond mere decoration. They have been used in healing 

for centuries by cultures all over the world because of their transformative effect 

on the body, mind, and spirit. 
(continued on page 12) 

Calendar of Events 

Do you have 

something for next 

month’s calendar? 

Please complete the 

online submission 

form 

(http://

inspiritual.biz/

community-event-

submission-form/) 

Looking for         

something to do? We 

have plenty of low OR 

no cost events on the 
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Each month, we begin with a guided meditation associated with a specific gift or 

emotion. Then we have quiet time to meditate with the various colors, listening  

to our intuitive response to each color and its placement in a pre-drawn mandala. 

Using pre-drawn mandalas allows one to focus on our relationship with color,  

rather than form. Time and space will be provided to color one’s mandala and 

reflect on the messages behind the colors used. 
 

Coffee, tea, water, and Crystal Light will be provided. Crayons and colored      

pencils will be provided. However, feel free to bring your own coloring supplies    

if you would prefer. 

Admission Price: $10.00 

Email Address: Inspiritual@ymail.com 

Website: http://inspiritual.biz/register-for-events/ 

Wheelchair Accessible: Yes 
 

Healing Harbor 

Host/Host Organization: Inspiritual 

Date: December 2 and 16, 2013 

Time: 7:00 pm - 8:30 pm 

Place/Venue: Inspiritual, 25 Bernie Lane, Rochester, NY 14624, 585-729-6113 

Description of Event: Healing Harbor is an open space of healing. We invite you 

to “sail” into the safety of our harbor to receive healing before you “sail” back out 

into the waters of everyday life. We provide a diversity of approaches to healing 

including Reiki, IET (integrative energy therapy), Toltec wisdom lessons, Oracle 

card readings, and spiritual partnership. We offer these services in an atmosphere 

of friendship and love. 
 

Our healers offer their services as gifts to the community in thanks for all we have 

been blessed with by the Universal Spirits, God, and those who have guided us in 

our individual journeys. 
 

We do not charge for our services, however, we do request that you make a love 

offering to help support Healing Harbor. 

Admission Price: Love offerings accepted 

Email Address: Inspiritual@ymail.com 

Website: http://inspiritual.biz/healing-harbor/  

Wheelchair Accessible: Yes 
 

Love and Inspiration 

Host/Host Organization: Inspiritual 

Date: December 4, 11 and 18, 2013 

Time: 6:30 pm - 8:00 pm 

Place/Venue: Inspiritual, 25 Bernie Lane, Rochester, NY 14624, 585-729-6113 
 

 

    (continued on page 13) 

Calendar of Events (cont’d) 

Do you have 

something for next 

month’s calendar? 

Please complete the 

online submission 

form 

(http://

inspiritual.biz/

community-event-

submission-form/) 

Looking for         

something to do? We 

have plenty of low OR 

no cost events on the 

calendar. 
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Description of Event: Are you seeking a time and space to experience a shared 

spiritual experience, but not feeling drawn to the traditional "church" or other 

"religious" service. If so, we invite you to share a time of Love & Inspiration with 

us. 
  

This will be a time of gathering, listening to inspirational music, time for          

personal meditation, a reading, and reflection on an inspirational or spiritual 

reading, affirmations, and communal sharing. 

Admission Price: Love offerings accepted 

Email Address: Inspiritual@ymail.com 

Website: http://inspiritual.biz/love-inspiration/  

Wheelchair Accessible: Yes 
 

Spiritual Partnership: An Introduction on Skype 

Host/Host Organization: Inspiritual 

Date: December 5, 2013 

Time: 10:00 am - 12:00 pm 

Place/Venue: Inspiritual, 25 Bernie Lane, Rochester, NY 14624, 585-729-6113 

Description of Event: One of the questions I am asked most often is what is    

spiritual partnership? In this workshop, we will begin by talking about what     

spiritual partnership is, the various ways it is done, and my approach to being a 

spiritual partner. We will also talk about the benefits of having a spiritual partner 

in your life. One of the most powerful tools I use in my relationship with those I 

partner with is the sacred gift of listening. My time with my partners is what Kay 

Lindahl has called, conversations of the heart. Typically, our partnership work 

would just be the two of us; however, in this workshop I will give you a taste of     

a few of the tools and techniques you may experience should you decide to      

continue this journey with me beyond this evening. 

Email: Inspiritual@ymail.com 

Website: http://inspiritual.biz/register-for-events/ 

Cost: $10.00 

Wheelchair Accessible: Yes 
 

Collective Intent for Excellence 

Host/Host Organization: Inspiritual 

Date: December 6, 13, 20 and 27, 2013 

Time: All day 

Place/Venue: Wherever you are 

Description of Event: During this month, the spiritual value we will be focusing 

on responsibility. Each Friday, we will have a collective intent to focus on holding 

ourselves responsible for our thoughts, words, and actions. We will focus on what 

responsibility means. Being responsible is about holding ourselves and others   

accountable for our lives and the way we engage with the rest of humanity.  
 

(continued on page 14) 

Calendar of Events (cont’d) 

Do you have 

something for next 
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have plenty of low OR 

no cost events on the 

calendar. 
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As Eleanor Roosevelt explained, "In the long run, we shape our lives, and we 

shape ourselves. The process never ends until we die. And the choices we       

make are ultimately our own responsibility.." There may be those days when     

being responsible  is easy and those it is not. We ask that you join us in being   

intentional about promoting individual and collective responsibility and giving 

ourselves permission to press through any challenging moments which may arise 

Feel free to post comments to help us all focus our collective intent on this day. 

Promoting responsibility is an opportunity for spiritual reflection and transfor-

mation. Share your experiences with us and others. 

Admission Price: free 

Email Address: Inspiritual@ymail.com 

Website: http://inspiritual.biz/collective-intent/  

Wheelchair Accessible: Yes  
 

Spiritual Journaling Workshop on Skype 

Host/Host Organization: Inspiritual 

Date: December 7 and 14, 2013 

Time: 12:00 pm - 5:00 pm 

Place/Venue: wherever you are 

Description of Event: Spiritual journaling is more than keeping a diary where you 

log the events of your life. It's a place where you share your innermost thoughts 

with yourself and your Higher Power. As you become more comfortable and 

skilled in doing that, you will sense a deeper spiritual direction for your life. Most 

spiritual journaling writers suggest there are two rules about spiritual journaling. 

In Life’s Companion: Journal Writing as a Spiritual Quest, Christina Baldwin states 

there are only two rules for spiritual journaling: Date your entries as you go, and 

don’t make any other rules. 
 

Spiritual journaling provides you with an opportunity to reflect on the spiritual 

understandings, which may be struggling to rise within your consciousness.      

Anything, which catches your attention in daily life, such as quotes, images,     

feelings, or things you find in the world, may be the universe’s way of catching 

your attention. 
 

The purpose of this series is not to teach you what to write, but to give you     

strategies to help liberate your writing and take you to a deeper understanding    

of yourself and your relationship with your Higher Power, however you define 

that. You will learn 4 different strategies each session. We will begin with the most 

basic strategy – streaming. Subsequent sessions will all incorporate streaming in 

combination with other strategies. Space will be provided for anyone who feels 

comfortable or desires to share his or her writing. 
 

Please bring a quote, image, feeling or artifact and a sheet of poster board with 

you to the first session.  
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Also bring a journal to write in and something with which to write. 
 

We will meet the 1st and 2nd Saturdays on Skype from 12-5 pm. You must      

register and pay in advance. Add SAJEWord as a contact so you can be added     

to the video session.  

Admission Price: $80.00 (for the entire workshop) 

Email Address: Inspiritual@ymail.com 

Website: http://inspiritual.biz/register-for-events/ 

Wheelchair Accessible: N/A  
 

It's Movie Time 

Date: December 8, 2013 

Time: 2:30 pm 

Place/Venue: Inspiritual, 25 Bernie Lane, Rochester, NY 14624, 585-729-6113 

Description of Event: The 2nd Sunday of each month we will gather at 2:30 pm 

to view a film and discuss the spiritual lessons. Feel free to bring BYOB. Popcorn 

will be provided. This month we will be watching and discussing Dolphin 

Tale (Warner Bros.) is a heart-affecting drama about the loving relationship      

between a lonely boy and a badly injured dolphin and the community that       

supports them.   

Admission Price: Love Offerings accepted 

Email Address: Inspiritual@ymail.com 

Website: http://inspiritual.biz/its-movie-time1/ 

Wheelchair Accessible: Yes 
 

Leaping Fish Design Jewelry Party and Fundraiser 

Host/Host Organization: Inspiritual 

Date: December 12, 2013 

Time: 6:30 pm - 8:00 pm 

Place/Venue: Inspiritual, 25 Bernie Lane, Rochester, NY 14624 585-729-6113 

Description of Event: Leaping Fish Designs will be having its premier showing of 

their custom jewelry. Come see the creations of this new design company and buy 

an existent piece, order one, or work with the artist Sam to have one created for 

you or a loved one for a gift this holiday season. A percentage of the sales will be 

donated to Inspiritual. So come bless you and us. 

Admission Price: N/A 

Email Address: Inspiritual@ymail.com 

Website: http://inspiritual.biz/about-leaping-fish/  (This will take you to a       

description about company. Other segments (under company description) will 

allow you to view current stock of necklaces & bracelets. Go to newsletter’s 

‘Month at a Glance’  (on page 10) for party/fundraiser information.) 

Wheelchair Accessible: Yes 
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2nd Friday Spirituality Book Club 

Host/Host Organization: Inspiritual 

Date: December 13, 2013 

Time: 6:30 pm - 8:00 pm 

Place/Venue: Inspiritual, 25 Bernie Lane, Rochester, NY 14624, 585-729-6113 

Description of Event: This month, we will be reading and discussing the 

book Soul Self: How to Uncover Your Blueprint and Live Your Purpose by Jack Stephens 

ASIN: B00807T790 

Admission Price: Love offerings accepted 

Email Address: Inspiritual@ymail.com 

Website: http://inspiritual.biz/2nd-friday-spirituality-book-club/  

Wheelchair Accessible: Yes 
 

Metaphysical Practitioners Networking Breakfast 

Host/Host Organization: Inspiritual 

Date: December 14, 2013 

Time: 9:30 am - 11:00 am 

Place/Venue: Inspiritual, 25 Bernie Lane, Rochester, NY 14624, 585-729-6113 

Description of Event: This is a potluck networking breakfast. Coffee, tea, Crystal 

Light, water, and serving materials will be provided. Bring a dish to pass as well as 

any promotional materials about your services and special events you want others 

to know about. We will be meeting the 2nd Saturday of each month. 

Email Address: Inspiritual@ymail.com 

Website: http://inspiritual.biz/metaphysical-and-spirituality-practitioners-

directory/ 

Wheelchair Accessible: Yes  
 

Holiday Reiki/Energy Share and Pot Luck 

Host/Host Organization: Reiki Share and LightWorks 

Date: December 14, 2013 

Time: 5:00 pm - 9:00 pm 

Place/Venue: Brighton Town Park, 777 Westfall Road, Rochester, NY  

Description of Event: Reiki Share and Light Works! invites you on 12/14/13, 

Saturday for an evening of energy share and community at 777 Westfall at the 

cabin at Brighton Town Park (next to the Islamic Center). This is a holiday get 

together to share healing energies and pot luck dinner.  
 

Everyone is welcome to join us for any portion of the evening. All types of healing 

modalities are welcome to share. If you have a massage table bring it, along with 

your healing energies and a dish to pass.  
 

Reiki, massage, reflexology, Luminous healing, IET, EFT, Thought Field or any 

other type of modality could be offered. Reiki is a treatment that feels like a     

wonderful glowing radiance that flows through and around you.  
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Reiki treats the whole person including body, emotions, mind and spirit creating 

many beneficial effects that include relaxation and feelings of peace, security and 

wellbeing. Come to share your energy or try it out. Cost is $3.00 with a dish to 

pass, $5.00 entry fee without dish to pass.  
 

Bring any extra picnic supplies. Reiki share will be from 5:00 pm - 7:00 pm. Let's 

all sit down together for pot luck from 7:00 pm - 9:00 pm. RSVP by one only one 

of the meetups so we have a head count. RSVP at www.meetup.com/light-

works or pjp@frontiernet.net  

Admission Price: Love offerings accepted 

Email Address: pjp@frontiernet.net 

Website: www.meetup.com/light-works 

Wheelchair Accessible: Yes 
 

Spirituality Book Club on Skype 

Host/Host Organization: Inspiritual 

Date: December 19, 2013 

Time: 6:30 pm - 8:00 pm 

Place/Venue: Skype 

Description of Event: This month, we will be reading and discussing the 

book Conscious Money: Living, Creating, and Investing with Your Values for a           

Sustainable New Prosperity by Patricia Aburdene ISBN-10: 1582702926 

The group is limited to 9 people each month, RSVP via email to reserve your   

spot and to receive additional instructions. 

Admission Price: Love offerings accepted 

Email Address: Inspiritual@ymail.com 

Website: http://inspiritual.biz/2nd-friday-spirituality-book-club/  

Wheelchair Accessible: Yes 
 

Holiday Open House Pot Luck Dinner 

Host/Host Organization: Inspiritual 

Date: December 25, 2013 

Time: 2:00 pm - 8:00 pm EST 

Place/Venue: Inspiritual, 25 Bernie Lane, Rochester, NY 14624 

Description of Event: It is time for our annual Open House Pot Luck Christmas 

Dinner. We will be making a ham and a tray or two of macaroni and cheese.  
 

We ask that you RSVP and tell us whether you are planning on bringing an     

appetizer, a side dish or a desert. Also bring a container so you can help take 

home some leftovers. Please RSVP via inspiritual@ymail.com to let us know you 

are coming and what you are bringing. 

Email Address: Inspiritual@ymail.com 

Wheelchair Accessible: Yes  
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Living the Five Agreements 

Host/Host Organization: Inspiritual 

Date: December 27, 2013 

Time: 7:00 pm - 8:30 pm 

Place/Venue: Inspiritual, 25 Bernie Lane, Rochester, NY 14624 585-729-6113  

Description of Event: Over eight years ago, Don Miguel Ruiz published The    

Four Agreements. Reading the book for many has been life changing. Living these 

agreements, however, is an ongoing journey of self-examination, evaluation, and 

transformation. This group will discuss his two books The Four Agreements and The 

Fifth Agreement and discuss what we are learning about ourselves as we live these 

agreements. Exercises will also be offered to help us master our awareness of what 

we believe and what we have agreed to in our lives as we seek to evolve and grow 

in our own journey to the authentic self. We will begin with discussing and   

working through The Four Agreements. 

Admission Price: Love offerings accepted 

Email Address: Inspiritual@ymail.com 

Website: http://inspiritual.biz/living-the-five-agreements1/  

Wheelchair Accessible: Yes 
 

Living the Five Agreements on Skype 

Host/Host Organization: Inspiritual 

Date: December 28, 2013 

Time: 12:00 pm -2:00 pm EST 

Place/Venue: Skype 

Description of Event: Over eight years ago, Don Miguel Ruiz published The    

Four Agreements. Reading the book for many has been life changing. Living these 

agreements, however, is an ongoing journey of self-examination, evaluation, and 

transformation. This group will discuss his two books The Four Agreements and   

The Fifth Agreement and discuss what we are learning about ourselves as we live 

these agreements. Exercises will also be offered to help us master our awareness   

of what we believe and what we have agreed to in our lives as we seek to evolve 

and grow in our own journey to the authentic self. We will begin with discussing 

and working through The Four Agreements. 
 

The group is limited to 9 people each month, RSVP via email to reserve your   

spot and to receive additional instructions. 

Admission Price: Love offerings accepted via our Help Us Grow webpage. 

Email Address: Inspiritual@ymail.com 

Website: http://inspiritual.biz/living-the-five-agreements1/  

Wheelchair Accessible: N/A  � 
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25 Bernie Lane 
Rochester, NY 14624-1152 

Phone: 585-729-6113 
E-mail: Inspiritual@ymail.com 

Inspiritual is a space for all those who come ready to look within and engage 
in a time of spiritual exploration and transformation. All are welcome! 

It starts with your story. 
Our lives are a story. They are a story about us, about what we believe, about 

the world we live in, about all that we have experienced and all that is yet to 

come. It is a story about what we know and what we have yet to understand. 

We seek the spiritual in everyday life. 

Each day is filled with the opportunities for teachable moments. Together we 

journey together learning from the arts, film, prose, poetry, meditations, and 

everyday experiences.  

Fusion of traditions and beliefs 
We see spiritual formation as a fusion of the esoteric wisdom of the world's 

ancient spiritual traditions with innovative writings and wisdoms of today. 

Through the movement beyond artificial boundaries, we grow in our         

understanding of ourselves, of the Infinite, and of the world in which we live. 

In our approach, we seek to: listen to and honor individual, communal and 

spiritual stories; recognize that one's entire life is an ongoing revelation of the 

Infinite Presence; honor and value the process. It is all about the journey, not 

how long it takes to get there; blend ancient and modern spiritual wisdoms; 

draw upon the expressive and creative arts to grow in our understanding of the 

Infinite; and move towards a way of being in the world which, is about love, 

grace, and compassion.  � 

Inspiritual 

We’re excited to share Inspiritual’s monthly newsletter, One Spirit - Many Voices, with you. 

The many voices (in the title) represents how we envision the content in future editions. 

We’d like to see One Spirit - Many Voices morph into a collaboration between all involved 

with Inspiritual. All includes YOU! 
 

The submission process is simple. If you have an article, event, photograph, reflection, book 

or movie review, or anything you’d like to share with other newsletter readers, that will 

adapt itself to this format, PLEASE send it to us. 
 

Our parameters for submissions are as follows:  

• Review your submission to ensure its content is in harmony with the mission 

and values of Inspiritual; 

• Create your documents using an Microsoft Office product (Word, Publisher, 

Excel)  or an Apple iWorks product (Pages, Keynote, Numbers). A text format 

is also acceptable. Photos/graphics can be created, using multiple all photo/

graphic formats (i.e. jpeg, gif, tiff, png, and bmp); 

• Send your files to us prior to the submission deadline via email, Inspiritu-

al@ymail.com For  example, June 1st newsletter submissions should be for-

warded to us by the close of May 20th, by 11:00 pm. 
 

Please realize that your  submissions may be edited and/or not used in the  upcoming 

month (i.e. due to space and/or content). Should you have questions or comments, please 

contact us. 

Remember this is YOUR newsletter. Submit, and submit often! 

Making Submissions to Your Newsletter 

About Us 

We’re on the WEB! 
Our Website 

http://inspiritual.biz 

Meetup 

http://www.meetup.com/

Westside-Spiritual-Journey/  

Facebook 

https://www.facebook.com/

inspiritual.biz 

I n s p i r i t u a l  

“Remember this is 

YOUR newsletter. 

Submit often!” 

Are you ready,     

willing, and able to 

share some of your 

talent and time with 

the Inspiritual            

community? Do you 

know anyone else 

who might be        

interested? If so, drop 

us an email! 


